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Abstract13
A commonly used family of statistical magnetic field models are based on a giant Gaus-14
sian process (GGP), which assumes each Gauss coefficient can be realized from an in-15
dependent normal distribution. GGP models are capable of generating suites of plau-16
sible Gauss coefficients, allowing for palaeomagnetic data to be tested against the ex-17
pected distribution arising from a time-averaged geomagnetic field. But, existing GGP18
models do not simultaneously reproduce the distribution of field strength and palaeosec-19
ular variation estimates reported for the past 10 million years, and tend to under-predict20
virtual geomagnetic pole (VGP) dispersion at high latitudes unless trade-offs are made21
to the fit at lower latitudes. Here we introduce a new family of GGP models, BB18 and22
BB18.Z3 (the latter includes non-zero-mean zonal terms for spherical harmonic degrees23
2 and 3). Our models are distinct from prior GGP models by simultaneously treating24
the axial dipole variance separately from higher degree terms, applying an odd-even vari-25
ance structure, and incorporating a covariance between certain Gauss coefficients. Co-26
variance between Gauss coefficients, a property both expected from dynamo theory and27
observed in numerical dynamo simulations, has not previously been included in GGP mod-28
els. Introducing covariance between certain Gauss coefficients inferred from an ensem-29
ble of “Earth-like” dynamo simulations and predicted by theory yields a reduced mis-30
fit to VGP dispersion, allowing for GGP models which generate improved reproductions31
of the distribution of field strengths and palaeosecular variation observed for the last 1032
million years.33
Plain Language Summary34
Earth’s magnetic field varies on a continuous spectrum of time scales, ranging up35
to millions of years or longer. Being able to describe and predict these changes helps us36
understand the processes in Earth’s core which give rise to the magnetic field. One way37
of understanding variations in the magnetic field is to use statistical models which as-38
sume that terms used to describe the magnetic field follow independent and identical Gaus-39
sian (bell-shaped) distributions, and that Earth’s magnetic field averages to a dipole field40
with poles aligned to the geographic poles (the so-called “Geocentric Axial Dipole” field).41
However, such models do not simultaneously reproduce the variations in magnetic field42
direction and strength. We show that these models can be improved by using informa-43
tion on magnetic field behaviour from numerical simulations of the field generation pro-44
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cesses. These new models are capable of improving reproduction of the variations of both45
magnetic field strength and directions, and will improve our ability to characterise the46
variability of Earth’s magnetic field, apply corrections to sedimentary data where mag-47
netic records may have been distorted by post-depositional compaction, and determine48
whether new data capture a sufficient interval of time to record the average magnetic49
field.50
1 Introduction51
Palaeomagnetic statistical field models are descriptions of the time-averaged mag-52
netic field, typically presented as suites of spherical harmonic Gauss coefficients with as-53
sumed statistical properties. These models allow for straightforward determinations of54
the magnetic field and associated metrics, such as dispersion of magnetic directions or55
field strength distributions anywhere on the globe. The most common field models have56
previously assumed that the variation in Gauss coefficients can be described by a giant57
Gaussian process, where Gauss coefficients are normally distributed following a prescribed58
set of rules (e.g., Constable & Parker, 1988; Quidelleur et al., 1994; Constable & John-59
son, 1999). These assume that Gauss coefficients are independently and identically dis-60
tributed (i.i.d.) with (most) non-dipole terms having zero means and standard devia-61
tions such that power spectrum at core-mantle boundary is consistent with a white-noise62
source. A refinement on earlier GGP-style models, TK03 (Tauxe & Kent, 2004), imposes63
an additional scaling term for the variance of Gauss coefficients describing the equato-64
rially anti-symmetric field. GGP models have been applied to model secular variation65
and virtual axial dipole moment (VADM) distributions for palaeomagnetic studies across66
geologic history. Applications include assessing whether palaeomagnetic data from a given67
study record the expected amount of dispersion typical for the time-averaged field (as68
estimated following, e.g., Cox, 1970) and estimating the degree of inclination shallow-69
ing recorded in a sedimentary record by examining the observed elongation of directions70
compared against the directional elongation predicted by TK03 (Tauxe & Kent, 2004).71
Palaeosecular variation (PSV) characterizes how much Earth’s field varies around72
a time-averaged position (often referred to as geocentric axial dipole, GAD) over some73
interval of time, typically of durations less than ∼107 years (Johnson & McFadden, 2015).74
Assessing PSV requires estimates of the position of geomagnetic poles with respect to75
the spin axis. Palaeomagnetic observations are measured for individual sites (i.e., instan-76
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taneous records of the field at a specific location), which in studies of volcanic units are77
comprised of individual cooling units which share a similar location. Typically, these ob-78
servations are reported as directions (declination, inclination) while full vector data are79
much rarer (due to the increased complexity and challenge in recovering these palaeoin-80
tensities in the laboratory). To allow for comparison between palaeomagnetic observa-81
tions from different sites, a geometric transformation of the Fisher (1953) mean palaeo-82
magnetic direction to the geomagnetic pole is often performed (e.g., Butler, 1992). For83
instantaneous field records (i.e., “spot readings” capturing an instant in time much shorter84
than needed to average secular variation), this position is referred to as a virtual geo-85
magnetic pole (VGP). The angular dispersion of VGPs (S), which can be used to char-86
acterize palaeosecular variation, is defined as:87
S2 =
1
N − 1
N∑
i=1
(
∆i −
S2wi
ni
)
(1)
where ∆i is the angle between the Fisher mean VGP (Fisher, 1953) and the i
th VGP for88
N sites, and S2wi/ni is the portion of dispersion due to intra-site scatter for ni samples.89
Palaeomagnetic analyses of PSV attempt to separate contributions to S from measure-90
ment or sample variation (S2wi/ni) and temporal variation, since temporal variation is91
the parameter of interest (see Johnson & McFadden, 2015). In this study, we focus on92
measures of S which exclude transitional VGPs, identified using the Vandamme (1994)93
iterative cut-off method, referred to as SV D. A phenomenological model of VGP disper-94
sion, termed Model G, was introduced by McFadden et al. (1988). In their model, the95
latitude dependence of VGP dispersion is attributed to a combination of equatorially anti-96
symmetric (“dipole”-family) and symmetric (“quadrupole”-family) terms, yielding a quadratic97
fit to data. While the dynamical basis relies on idealized dynamo behaviour (Merrill et98
al., 1996) and the explanatory power has been questioned (Doubrovine et al., 2019), Model99
G persists as a widely used approach to describe VGP dispersion data.100
Hulot and Gallet (1996) show that spatial correlations between Gauss coefficients101
of the same spherical harmonic order m and shared membership in either symmetric or102
anti-symmetric families are expected on the basis of field symmetry arguments (Gubbins103
& Zhang, 1993). Hulot and Gallet (1996) provide the caveat that VGP dispersion alone104
is not sufficient to distinguish between a variance structure (e.g., anisotropic variance105
between odd and even terms) and a covariance structure. This was further investigated106
in Hulot and Bouligand (2005), who defined a covariance structure analytically compat-107
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ible with the observed breaks in assumed symmetry properties of convective dynamos.108
Dynamo simulations reveal the predicted correlation pattern (Bouligand et al., 2005; Sanchez109
et al., 2019), which is expected for dynamos generated in a rotating spherical shell due110
to the interaction between a dominantly axially dipolar (odd) field and equatorially sym-111
metric (even) core flow. In addition to these theoretical considerations, we show that the112
application of this correlation matrix, when converted to a covariance matrix with mod-113
elled variances assumed using the GGP framework, yields reduced misfit to SV D esti-114
mates from the PSV10 dataset (Cromwell et al., 2018). These results suggest that this115
covariance is a fundamental statistical property of the geodynamo and motivates its in-116
clusion in future GGP models.117
Here we first describe GGP models (Section 2) and assess the semblance of selected118
existing GGP models with palaeomagnetic observations for the last 10 million years, with119
particular focus on the distribution of field strength estimates, VGP dispersion and mag-120
nitude of inclination anomalies (Section 3). Next, the observed covariance between Gauss121
coefficients from a wide range of numerical dynamo simulations is characterised, from122
which a mean correlation matrix (Section 4) and GGP model parameters (Section 5) are123
determined. With this covariance matrix, we introduce two new GGP models, BB18 and124
BB18.Z3, that yield improved fits to the PSV10 dataset through the application of a pre-125
scribed covariance pattern inferred from dynamo simulations and theoretical consider-126
ations (Section 6). The first model, BB18, assumes that the mean value for all non-GAD127
terms is zero, while the second model, BB18.Z3, allows for non-zero-mean zonal terms128
to better fit the observed inclination anomaly estimates of PSV10. In the Supplemen-129
tary Materials, alternative BB18 models without covariance and variant TK03 models130
are considered.131
2 Giant Gaussian Process models132
Constable and Parker (1988) introduced the first GGP model, CP88, which uses133
a small number of model parameters: mean axial dipole (g01), mean zonal quadrupole (g
0
2),134
and an isotropic scaling term, α, which is used to define the standard deviation for each135
Gauss coefficient (σml , where l and m are spherical harmonic degree and order respec-136
tively, see equation 2). On its own, isotropic variance of the Gauss coefficients does not137
yield the observed latitude dependence of VGP dispersion. Quidelleur and Courtillot (1996)138
and Constable and Johnson (1999) adapted the GGP model by adjusting g02 and vari-139
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ance for l = 2 terms [and in the case of Constable and Johnson (1999), a different α140
and g01 variance]. Through the introduction of anisotropic variances for degrees l ≤ 2,141
a latitude dependence to VGP dispersion is achieved. A fundamental difference between142
TK03 (Tauxe & Kent, 2004) and prior GGP models is the usage of a single anisotropic143
scaling factor, β, for l −m odd terms. The model parameters are:144
σ2l =
(Rc/RE)
2lα2
(l + 1)(2l + 1)
(2)
σml = σl for l −m even, (3)
σml = βσl for l −m odd (4)
where Rc/RE is the ratio between the Earth’s core-mantle boundary and surface radii.145
In effect, GGP models prior to TK03 have an implicit β of 1.146
The models of Constable and Parker (1988) and Constable and Johnson (1999) as-147
sign a separate variance of the axial dipole (Table 1), whereas TK03 uses the scaling terms148
of equations 2-4 to define σ01 . While the reduction of model parameters in TK03 appeals149
to parsimony, the resulting simplification to the GGP yields statistical models which do150
not simultaneously reproduce the observed VGP dispersion and field strength estimates151
for the past 10 million years (see discussion in Section 3). This suggests that the sep-152
arate treatment of the axial dipole variance, which is the primary term responsible for153
the distribution of virtual dipole moments (VDM), may be necessary. It is on this ba-154
sis that our BB18 models assign a separate variance for the g01 term (Section 6).155
Table 1. Model parameters of selected GGP models
Model parameters Misfit statistics
Model α β g01 σ
0
1 σ
1
1 g
0
2 σg12
σ
h12
g03 cov χ
2
SVD
L2SVD
χ2∆I L
2
∆I pKS DKS
Model G* - - - - - - - - - - 93 2.4 - - - -
CP88 27.7 1 −30 3.0 3.0 −1.8 - - - none 390 4.9 72 2.1 0 0.438
CJ98nz 15 1 −30 11.72 1.67 −1.5 1.16 8.12 - none 330 4.5 73 2.1 0 0.306
TK03 7.5 3.8 −18 - - - - - - none 189 3.4 115 2.7 0 0.213
BB18 12.25 2.82 −22.04 10.80 - - - - - l ≤4 105 2.6 121 2.8 0.764 0.058
BB18.Z3 12.25 2.82 −22.04 10.74 - −0.65 - - 0.29 l ≤4 103 2.5 70 2.1 0.471 0.073
Model parameters: “-” represent a scaled parameter following equations 2-4, italics denote a fixed parame-
ter which would otherwise be scaled; α, β: scaling parameters following (Constable & Parker, 1988; Tauxe
& Kent, 2004); gml : mean Gauss coefficient of degree l, order m; σ
m
l , σgml
, σhm
l
: standard deviation of
specified Gauss coefficient(s); cov : covariance applied. All terms except β and cov are reported in µT.
Misfit statistics: χ2SVD
: misfit compared to PSV10 for SVD data divided into 10
◦ latitude bins; L2SVD :
normalised misfit of SVD (Parker, 1994); χ
2
∆I : misfit compared to PSV10 inclination anomaly esti-
mates divided into 10◦ latitude bins; L2∆I : normalised misfit of ∆I; pKS , DKS : two sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test p-value and test statistic comparing predicted VDM distribution to PINT10. *Model G only
predicts SVD values.
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3 Comparing Extant GGP Models with Observations for the Past 10156
Myr157
Several global databases of palaeomagnetic data for directional analysis have been158
compiled for the past 5-10 million years (e.g., Lee, 1983; Quidelleur et al., 1994; John-159
son & Constable, 1996) which have been used to construct GGP models. Of particular160
focus was the PSVRL (McElhinny & McFadden, 1997) database, which is an updated161
compilation of several previous datasets (e.g., Lee, 1983) and is used to constrain TK03.162
Cromwell et al. (2018) revisited this dataset in their compilation of the PSV10 dataset,163
applying new selection criteria to exclude lower quality data. In their analysis, when re-164
quiring that included data apply at least principal component analysis and step-wise ex-165
periments to determine remanence directions, only 12% of the PSVRL database meet166
these criteria. The inclusion of lower quality demagnetization data may bias resulting167
GGP models which will affect VGP dispersion predictions. We therefore used the PSV10168
dataset, which compiled the results of 81 palaeomagnetic studies on volcanic units, rep-169
resenting 2401 total sites. An approximately global distribution of sites is achieved, al-170
beit with a bias towards the Northern hemisphere; temporally, most of the sites were em-171
placed during the last two chrons, with some data extending to 10 Ma. VGP dispersion172
estimates, SV D, applying the Vandamme cut-off technique and averaged into 10
◦ lati-173
tudinal bins, from PSV10 are systematically higher than the SV D estimates of Tauxe and174
Kent (2004) and TK03 model predictions.175
To estimate the field strength we use the Palaeointensity Database PINT [Biggin176
et al. (2009); updated Biggin et al. (2015)]. Broadly, the PINT database for the past 10177
Myr mimics the spatio-temporal distribution of the PSV10 dataset and represents the178
best available database for estimating past field strength. We apply two mild quality fil-179
ters to the approximately 2000 records for the past 10 million years. First, the exper-180
imental protocol should be capable of recognizing non-ideal recording potential (e.g., mul-181
tidomain contribution or alteration); only studies reporting the following method codes182
were included: low-temperature Shaw method (“LTD-DHT-S”; Yamamoto & Tsunakawa,183
2005), Low-temperature Thellier with partial thermoremanent (pTRM) tail checks (“LTD-184
T+”; Yamamoto et al., 2003), microwave technique with pTRM checks (“M+”; Shaw,185
1974), Multi-Specimen Parallel Differential Technique (“MSPDp”; Dekkers & Bo¨hnel,186
2006), Shaw & Thellier (“ST+”), Thellier or variant with pTRM checks (“T+”; Thel-187
lier & Thellier, 1959), Thellier with pTRM checks and correction (“T+Tv”; Valet et al.,188
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1996), Wilson (Wilson, 1961) & Thellier with pTRM checks (“WT+”). This reduces the189
dataset to ∼1350 records. Second, the number of intensity estimates per site mean (Nint)190
must be greater than or equal to 5. Applying both filters reduces the number of obser-191
vations to 258 sites; however, we note that there are only subtle differences in the dis-192
tribution of VDMs beyond the number of observations between the dataset filtered by193
Nint and by method alone. While a more thorough examination of the paleointensity194
record is needed (along with a more considered filtering procedure, such as the QPI method,195
Biggin & Paterson, 2014), we view this as a compromise between existing data reliabil-196
ity and availability. From this dataset, a median VDM can be determined for the past197
10 Myr of 57 ZAm2 with 95% confidence intervals (based on a bootstrap resampling) of198
54 to 62 ZAm2, somewhat higher than the 0 to 300 Ma average of Selkin and Tauxe (2000)199
used to define the mean field strength of TK03, but less than the mean field strength of200
∼ 82 ZAm2 (Tanaka et al., 1995) used to define CJ98nz.201
The availability of new data in the PSV10 dataset and substantial new contribu-202
tions to the palaeointensity database in the last decade affords the opportunity to as-203
sess how well extant GGP models predict PSV and field strength behaviour. Three mea-204
sures are used to compare with palaeomagnetic observations: distribution of VDMs; VGP205
dispersion grouped into 10◦ latitude bins; and inclination anomaly estimates (grouped206
in 10◦ latitude bins), ∆I (defined as the difference in inclination between an observa-207
tion and the predicted inclination from a GAD field). In order to establish how well SV D208
and ∆I are reproduced, a bootstrapping approach (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993) is used,209
in combination with a χ2 metric which allows for weighting by observation variance:210
χ2 =
Nb∑
i=1
(Oi − Ei)2
σ2i
(5)
following the approach of Doubrovine et al. (2019). Here, Oi represents the i
th of Nb binned211
observations from the PSV10 dataset (Nb = 16), Ei represents the predicted value from212
a given field model for the parameter of interest (e.g., SV D), and σ
2
i is the variance of213
the ith observed value, which is estimated from the 95% confidence intervals of the PSV10214
estimates of SV D and ∆I (assuming normally distributed uncertainties). To assess pre-215
dicted VDM distributions, a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test (Massey, 1951)216
is applied between the distribution of PINT V(A)DMs and a distribution of VDMs re-217
alized from the given GGP model following the same spatial and temporal sampling as218
PINT. This yields a test statistic (DKS), which measures the maximum absolute differ-219
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ence between each sample’s corresponding empirical cumulative distribution functions220
(cdf), and its p-value (pKS), which is the probability of observing a higher test statis-221
tic under the null hypothesis. We have chosen the following three GGP models for com-222
parison whose model parameters are reported in Table 1: CP88 (Constable & Parker,223
1988), CJ98nz (Constable & Johnson, 1999), and TK03 (Tauxe & Kent, 2004).224
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Figure 1. Predictions from three existing GGP models. A) Empirical cumulative density
function of VDMs sampled similarly to PINT. B) VGP dispersion using Vandamme (1994) cutoff.
Blue circles, PSV10 SVD in 10
◦ bins; dashed line, Model G-style fit of Doubrovine et al. (2019).
C) Inclination anomaly predictions. Shaded regions in B and C show 95% confidence intervals
from a bootstrap resampling reproducing the number of samples for each latitude bin of PSV10
(Cromwell et al., 2018). χ2 values reported in the legend.
We show that these models are not able to simultaneously reproduce both PSV and225
PINT observations for the past 10 million years (Table 1). Distributions of VDMs from226
all three GGP models yield vanishingly small pKS , suggesting that the PINT10 dataset227
and these GGP models sample significantly different distributions (Table 1, inferred in228
Figure 1A). GGP models which yield good fits to VGP dispersion data (low χ2), such229
as TK03, do not also yield low χ2 values when considering inclination anomaly (albeit230
with predominantly overlapping 95% confidence intervals when sampled similarly to the231
PSV10 data set, Figure 1B-C). Qualitatively it can be seen that even when considering232
the 95% confidence intervals of VGP dispersion CP88, CJ98nz and TK03 over- or under-233
predict low-latitude to equatorial VGP dispersion, and with the exception of CJ98nz,234
also under-predict high latitude VGP dispersion. Inclination anomaly is less straight-235
forward to assess, due the higher uncertainty in the PSV10 dataset, however, a promi-236
nent feature of the PSV10 record is a hemispheric asymmetry between northern and south-237
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ern hemispheres. The GGP model which best reproduces the VGP dispersion, TK03,238
yields a symmetric inclination anomaly trend because of the GAD assumption used in239
its formulation, which is inconsistent with the PSV10 inclination anomaly trend (see Sec-240
tion 8 for discussion on estimation of inclination anomalies).241
4 Characterising dynamo covariance and the application to GGP mod-242
els243
We consider possible inferences from 21 dynamo simulations which demonstrate244
“Earth-like” time-averaged behaviour following the QPM framework of Sprain et al. (2019),245
here defined as having misfit values of ∆QPM ≤ 10 and a τt < 0.15 (where τt is the246
fraction of the total integration time when the absolute dipole latitude is < 45◦). While247
we did not explicitly filter simulations by dipolarity, fdip, we wanted to exclude multi-248
polar simulations. Assigning a threshold which delineates stable dipolar from multipo-249
lar dynamos is not clear (Christensen & Aubert, 2006; Wicht & Tilgner, 2010; Wicht et250
al., 2015). Instead, we apply the QPM framework (Sprain et al., 2019) to define “Earth-251
likeness” based on palaeomagnetic observations, which uses clearly defined thresholds.252
We note that the lowest fdip of the simulations selected is 0.28, which is close to, but not253
clearly within, the multipolar solutions described by Oruba and Dormy (2014). This min-254
imum fdip brackets the multipolar thresholds of Christensen and Aubert (2006) (of 0.35)255
and Wicht et al. (2015) (of ∼0.20), and we therefore consider that QPM effectively fil-256
ters out multipolar states without excluding rarely reversing, “Earth-like” dynamos. The257
QPM framework compares five measures of PSV between observational data for the past258
10 million years and a given numerical dynamo simulation: equatorial VGP dispersion259
and the latitude dependence of VGP dispersion (through the Model G-style fit of SV D),260
maximum absolute inclination anomaly, proportion of time spent in transtion (i.e., ab-261
solute dipole latitude < 45◦), including the presence/absence of reversals and VDM vari-262
ability (VDM inter-quartile range normalized by median VDM). For a complete descrip-263
tion of the QPM framework, see Sprain et al. (2019).264
Dynamo simulations used in this analysis (Table 2) have been reported previously265
(Davies & Constable, 2014; Wicht & Meduri, 2016; Sprain et al., 2019), and are thus only266
described briefly. These simulations were integrated for at least 4 magnetic diffusion times,267
representing 300 to 600 kyr dependent on the choice of thermal conductivity (Pozzo et268
al., 2012; Konoˆpkova´ et al., 2016), and include both reversing and non-reversing cases.269
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The simulations consider a convecting, electrically conducting fluid under the Boussi-270
nesq approximation, with no-slip boundary flow conditions, and consider an electrically271
insulating mantle while the inner core is either insulating or conducting. Fixed heat flux272
or temperature are prescribed at the inner core and core-mantle boundaries. In some sim-273
ulations a lateral heat flux pattern was imposed at the core-mantle boundary [see Sprain274
et al. (2019) for additional details]. Simulations previously described by Wicht and Meduri275
(2016) explored both thermally and purely chemically driven dynamos under different276
input parameters, while the dynamos of Davies and Constable (2014) and Sprain et al.277
(2019) were solely thermally driven. Following the definitions of Davies and Gubbins (2011),278
all dynamo simulations used Ekman numbers spanning 1.2×10−4 to 3×10−3, Rayleigh279
numbers spanning up to 100 times the critical value for non-magnetic convection, and280
magnetic Prandtl numbers ranging from 2 and 20. The dynamo simulations of Wicht281
and Meduri (2016) have not been previously assessed under the QPM framework, thus282
we have included the relevant QPM statistics in Supplementary Tables S1 and S2.283
We determined the Pearson correlation coefficient (ρ) of all pairs of Gauss coeffi-284
cients for the dynamo simulations, which are sampled at ∼ 10000 year steps, to reduce285
possible contributions due to auto-correlation (Bouligand et al., 2005). From the 21 dy-286
namo simulation correlation matrices, we determined a mean correlation matrix, ρ¯, pre-287
sented in Figure 2 up to degree 4, with relevant terms reported in Table 3. We find that288
Gauss coefficients of the same order m and membership to either symmetric (l−m even)289
or anti-symmetric (l−m odd) families are correlated, consistent with prior descriptions290
of dynamo covariance (Bouligand et al., 2005; Sanchez et al., 2019); otherwise, correla-291
tions cluster close to zero, suggesting that other pairs of Gauss coefficients are indepen-292
dent. The amplitude of correlated terms varies between dynamo simulations; whether293
any systematic variation in correlation coefficient amplitude can be associated with dy-294
namo control parameters was not explicitly explored in this study (Supplemental Fig-295
ure S1 shows the variation of selected correlation coefficients for simulations included in296
this study).297
The mean correlation matrix ρ¯ is used to define a covariance matrix (Σ) for our298
new GGP models BB18 and BB18.Z3 by scaling correlation with a predefined variance299
for each Gauss coefficient (equations 2-4, except for the g01 variance discussed below):300
Σij = σiσj ρ¯ij (6)
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Figure 2. Mean and standard deviation of correlation coefficients determined from dynamo
simulations considered in this study (n=21). Gauss coefficients are listed in the following se-
quence: g01 , g
1
1 , h
1
1, ..., g
m
l , h
m
l , up to spherical harmonic degree l ≤ 4. The matrix is symmetric;
only one triangle is shown, with diagonal terms (ρ = 1 by definition) coloured grey. Lower trian-
gle: mean correlation coefficients (ρ¯); upper triangle: standard deviation of correlation coefficients
for all simulations.
where σ is the standard deviation for each Gauss coefficient, and i and j refer to indi-301
vidual Gauss coefficients. Sensitivity testing suggests that covariances are required for302
degrees l ≤ 4, with no substantial change to the latitude dependence of VGP disper-303
sion when covariances with degree l = 5 and higher terms are also included. While the304
covariance matrix applied to the BB18 models is restricted to spherical harmonic de-305
grees 4 and lower on the basis of parsimony, we note that similar to the studies of Bouligand306
et al. (2005) and Sanchez et al. (2019), the covariance pattern observed in our simula-307
tions extends to all degrees examined.308
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Table 2. Dynamo simulations selected for defining BB18 covariance
Name E(×10−4) Ra Pm BBC TBC Conv. HBC  τ Rm τt fdip ∆QPM Reference
Model 4 5 350 5 II FF T N 0 13 226.0 0.112 0.28 7.0 Sprain et al. (2019)
Model 5 5 400 5 II FF T N 0 14 226.7 0.114 0.28 8.1 Sprain et al. (2019)
Model 6 5 250 10 II FF T N 0 5 326.8 0.003 0.34 6.2 Sprain et al. (2019)
B2* 5 200 10 II TF T N 0 9 326.1 0.026 0.38 6.6 Sprain et al. (2019)
Model 11 5 400 5 II TF T N 0 6 258.2 0.053 0.31 7.2 Sprain et al. (2019)
Model 19 5 100 10 II TF T R 1.5 4 218.6 0 0.48 6.5 Sprain et al. (2019)
Model 20 5 100 10 II FF T R 1.5 4 210.3 0 0.52 5.6 Sprain et al. (2019)
C1-4 1.2 100 2 CI TF T N 0 4 264.4 0 0.64 8.2 Davies and Constable (2014)
C3-3 1.2 50 2 CI TF T N 0 10 102.7 0 0.71 8.4 Davies and Constable (2014)
Model 30 10 60 10 II TF T N 0 19 118.9 0 0.62 8.3 Sprain et al. (2019)
Model 31 10 70 10 II TF T N 0 14 134.1 0 0.60 7.6 Sprain et al. (2019)
Model 32 10 90 10 II TF T N 0 13 160.6 0 0.57 7.0 Sprain et al. (2019)
Model 51 5 100 20 II TF T N 0 4 332.2 0 0.49 8.4 Sprain et al. (2019)
E4R53C 1.5 1500 3 CI TF C N 0 11 264.0 0 0.66 9.3 Wicht & Meduri (2016)
E4R78C 1.5 2250 3 CI TF C N 0 37 340.0 0 0.59 6.2 Wicht & Meduri (2016)
E4R106C 1.5 3000 3 CI TF C N 0 87 408.0 0.064 0.40 3.2 Wicht & Meduri (2016)
E3R23C 5 625 10 CI TF C N 0 431 442.0 0.080 0.30 5.6 Wicht & Meduri (2016)
E3R5 5 125 10 CI TT T N 0 935 202.0 0 0.60 6.4 Wicht & Meduri (2016)
E3R7 5 200 10 CI TT T N 0 58 350.0 0 0.44 5.8 Wicht & Meduri (2016)
E3R8 5 225 10 CI TT T N 0 87 393.0 0.007 0.38 5.9 Wicht & Meduri (2016)
E3R9 5 250 10 CI TT T N 0 693 436.0 0.051 0.31 4.8 Wicht & Meduri (2016)
Columns two to four detail the input model parameters which are: the Ekman number E = ν/2Ωd2 where ν
is the fluid kinematic viscosity, Ω the shell rotation rate and d the shell gap; In thermally driven dynamos, the
Rayleigh number is Ra = αg∆Td/2Ωκ where α and κ are the fluid thermal expansivity and thermal diffusiv-
ity respectively, g is gravity at the outer boundary and ∆T denotes a temperature scale that depends on the
specified boundary conditions and heating mode (see Davies and Constable (2014); Sprain et al. (2019)). Chem-
ically driven dynamos employ a standard codensity formulation (Wicht and Meduri (2016)) and the Rayleigh
number is Ra = g∆Cd/2Ωκ where ∆C is the codensity jump across the shell. Note that the two definitions of
Ra coincide when considering ∆C = α∆T . In all cases the shell aspect ratio is 0.35 and the Prandtl number
Pr = ν/κ = 1. BBC: magnetic boundary conditions, “I” for insulating, “C” for conducting, first letter for
inner core boundary, second letter for core-mantle boundary; TBC: thermal boundary conditions, “F” for fixed
heat flux, “T” for fixed temperature, first letter for inner core boundary, second letter for core-mantle bound-
ary; Conv.: convection type, “T” for thermally driven convection, “C” for chemically driven convection; HBC:
heterogeneous thermal boundary condition, “N” for none, “T” for tomographic boundary after Masters et al.
(1996), “R” for recumbent Y 02 following Dziewonski et al. (2010); : amplitude of heterogeneous thermal bound-
ary condition following Sprain et al. (2019); τ : simulation duration reported in outer core magnetic diffusion
times, italicized values have different durations than reported in the original study; Rm: magnetic Reynolds
number; τt: proportion time in a transition state, following Sprain et al. (2019); fdip: time averaged ratio of the
mean dipole field strength to the field strength in degrees l ≤ 12 evaluated at the core mantle boundary; ∆QPM :
total misfit of simulation to Earth’s time-averaged field, following Sprain et al. (2019). *N.B., model B2 was
previously reported in Sprain et al. (2019) as Model 7 erroneously.
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5 Model construction309
Our strategy to determine model parameters considered here (g01 , α, β, σ
0
1 , and zonal310
terms for the non-GAD model) was to apply an iterative approach to find the best-fitting311
values which minimises χ2SVD , χ
2
∆I , and DKS . We estimated the model parameter g
0
1 di-312
rectly from PINT (Section 5.1). Next, we determined α and β terms which yield the low-313
est misfit to PSV10 (Section 5.2). We then determined the variance of g01 which best re-314
produces the distribution of VDMs (Section 5.3). For models with non-zero-mean zonal315
terms, g02 and g
0
3 were determined using a multi-objective genetic algorithm (Deb & Kalyan-316
moy, 2001) to minimise total power at the core-mantle boundary and misfit to PSV10317
(Section 5.4).318
5.1 Estimating g01 Mean319
From the PINT dataset, we estimated a g01 term which would yield the observed320
median VDM using the following equation:321
g01 =
µ0VDM
4piRE
3 (7)
where µ0 is magnetic permeability of free space. Here we assume the median VDM can322
be used to approximate the mean g01 for the time-averaged field (under the assumptions323
that the VDM is entirely described by the dipole field and that the time-averaged equa-324
torial terms are zero-mean). The assumption that g01 can be approximated by the me-325
dian VDM is not strictly accurate because VDMs include all non-axial-dipole contribu-326
tions and the distribution is not Gaussian. However, for a reasonably dipolar field (i.e.,327
g01 > 10 µT, g
0
2 < 3 µT and α < 30 µT), the amount of over-estimation due to these328
assumptions is small, and for the chosen g01 we estimate the possible misfit to be < 1µT329
(Supplementary Materials Section S1, Figure S3). We determined an estimated g01 of −22.04330
µT.331
5.2 GGP Model Minimisation332
Our minimisation approach applied the following procedure: generate a TK03 -style333
model, varying α, β and g01 and compare the SV D at the equator with the Model G a334
parameter of the PSV10 data as fit by Doubrovine et al. (2019), which acts as an esti-335
mate of equatorial SV D (S
D19
V D (λ = 0)). While the Model G fit to PSV10 data does not336
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satisfy the strict statistical threshold defined by Doubrovine et al. (2019) to predict SV D,337
we feel that the estimation of minimum S provided by Model G is a good proxy for equa-338
torial VGP dispersion. We note that currently no GGP model considered here (or even339
Model G-style fit) adequately reproduces the PSV10 observations. This can be shown340
using a normalised χ2 misfit, L2 , defined as the χ2 misfit divided by the number of ob-341
servation bins (Nb) (Parker, 1994); here, the expected L
2 ∼ 1 is not achieved by any342
model (Table 1), which is consistent with the observations of (Doubrovine et al., 2019)343
of Model G-style fits. Untangling the contributions to misfit from biases in the PSV10344
dataset and issues inherent in GGP models is non-trivial; however, it is clear that the345
PSV10 dataset may contain some biases which affect model construction (cf. ∆I in PSV10346
vs. Behar et al. (2019)). The approach we have taken prevents the biasing of S by in-347
dividual studies which may be affected by unrecognised tectonic effects (Opdyke et al.,348
2015). For a given set of α, β and g01 , the SV D at the equator (S
m
VD(λ = 0)) was de-349
termined and the square of the residual (ERS) between SD19V D (λ = 0) and the estimated350
SmVD(λ = 0) was calculated.351
We find there is a clear relationship between g01 and α (for a given value of β, ex-352
plored here from 1 to 5) which describes the relative variance of non-axial dipole terms353
assuming zero-means (Supplementary Figure S2). This allowed us to construct a model354
where g01 is specified as an input from a prescribed distribution. For a specified SV D(λ =355
0) and g01 , β remains to be constrained, since α is dependent on g
0
1 and β terms. Here,356
the β term which minimizes χ2SVD was chosen for the BB18 models (2.82, Table 1).357
5.3 Estimating g01 Variation358
The standard deviation of g01 is estimated through minimising DKS across BB18359
models while varying the standard deviation of g01 (Supplementary Figure S4). Here, we360
account for the contribution of non-axial-dipolar fields through approximating the vari-361
ance of the non-g01 terms through α and β, which can be estimated through comparison362
with PSV data. Uncertainty in PINT data is approximated by including a Gaussian-distributed363
noise term which approximates the median percent error of the PINT dataset (δF%n364
= 15%, the true standard deviation accounting for sample size, Paterson et al. (2010)).365
The choice of σ01 is dependent on the assumption of how much noise is present in366
the palaeointensity record. The use of a normally distributed noise term almost certainly367
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under-predicts noise at lower field strengths. Here, we chose 15% noise based on the me-368
dian percent error in the PINT dataset, however, it is conceivable that up to 20% noise369
is possible, which would reduce the model parameter σ01 correspondingly (Supplemen-370
tary Figure S4). This yielded a best-fitting σ01 of ∼10.8 µT.371
5.4 Zonal Non-zero-mean Terms372
For defining BB18.Z3, which includes zonal terms with non-zero-mean values, a multi-373
objective genetic algorithm (Deb & Kalyanmoy, 2001) was employed to search for global374
minima in residuals. Here, three objective functions were independently defined: sum375
of squared error (SSE) between a given model and the PSV10 SV D dataset, the SSE376
for the ∆I dataset, and spectral power (Lowes, 1974) at the core-mantle boundary for377
spherical harmonic degrees 2 through 10 (W ), defined as follows:378
SSESVD =
Nb∑
i=1
(
SV D,i − SPSV 10V D,i
)2
(8)
SSE∆I =
Nb∑
i=1
(
∆Ii −∆IiPSV 10
)2
(9)
W =
10∑
l=2
(
RE
Rc
)2(l+2) l∑
m=0
[(gml )
2 + (hml )
2] (10)
where SV D,i (and ∆Ii) and S
PSV 10
V D,i (and ∆Ii
PSV 10) are the estimates for the ith379
of Nb latitude bins for the GGP model and PSV10, respectively. Previously determined380
model parameters for BB18 (g01 , σ
0
1 , α and β) are retained. Because dipole mean and381
variance are not adjusted in minimising higher order terms, the misfit between modelled382
VDM distributions and the PINT dataset is not considered in this analysis.383
The first two objectives (equations 8-9) represent our desired model predictions of384
PSV behaviour, while the third objective (equation 10) yields models consistent with a385
white-noise source at the CMB for degrees l > 1 (Figure 3). Since no single solution386
exists which minimizes all three defined objectives, a set of solutions can be found be-387
yond which no further minimization in one objective can be achieved without increas-388
ing another objective (effectively, a trade-off “surface”, Supplementary Figure S5). From389
this set of solutions, the pair of zonal terms which yields a minimum to the sum of mis-390
fit for SV D and ∆I is chosen, i.e., the ‘knee’ of the trade-off relation between SSESVD391
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Figure 3. Power spectra at the core-mantle boundary (Lowes, 1974) of 1000 realisations of
BB18.Z3 (black lines). Magenta line shows the mean power spectrum for BB18.Z3.
and SSE∆I from the set of solutions where W has already been minimised. Solutions392
including zonal non-zero terms for spherical harmonic degrees 2 and 3 were explored.393
6 New BB18 GGP Models and Methods394
Presented here are two new GGP models named BB18 and BB18.Z3. BB18 as-395
sumes all non-axial dipole terms have a mean of zero, whereas BB18.Z3 allows for non-396
zero means for the g02 and g
0
3 Gauss coefficients. Both models introduce a covariance pat-397
tern (Σ) informed from dynamo simulations correlation matrix ρ¯.398
The resulting Gauss coefficients are drawn from a multivariate normal distribution399
with the probability density function (P):400
P =
1√
|Σ|(2pi)k exp
(
−1
2
(cml − cml )Σ−1(cml − cml )T
)
(11)
where k = 120, the number of Gauss coefficients, and cml and c
m
l are Gauss coefficients401
and their means. For spherical harmonic degrees 1-4, the observed covariance pattern402
from dynamo simulations introduced in the prior section is applied (Figure 2), and for403
higher degrees (5 ≤ l ≤ 10) no covariance is applied (i.e., independence). The speci-404
fied model parameters are detailed in Table 1 with non-zero correlation coefficient terms405
reported in Table 3. Alternative BB18 family GGP models without covariance were also406
explored (Supplementary Materials Section S2, Tables S3-S4 and Figure S6). While the407
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Table 3. Mean correlation coefficients (ρ¯) for select terms determined from dynamo simula-
tions
(g01 , g
0
3) (g
1
1 , g
1
3) (h
1
1, h
1
3) (g
0
2 , g
0
4) (g
1
2 , g
1
4) (h
1
2, h
1
4) (g
2
2 , g
2
4) (h
2
2, h
2
4)
ρ¯ 0.51 0.55 0.53 0.14 0.60 0.58 0.42 0.37
variant models yielded improved fits to PSV10 relative to extant GGP models, the ad-408
dition of a covariance structure results in better fits overall, as we shall show in the fol-409
lowing section.410
7 Results411
Considering all three metrics of resemblance between GGP models and the palaeo-412
magnetic field for the past 10 million years, BB18 models simultaneously achieve quan-413
tifiable improvements over prior GGP models. The BB18 models are able to reproduce414
the median VDM and distribution observed in the PINT data, yielding a pKS  0.05,415
suggesting the null hypothesis that BB18 and PINT sample the same underlying dis-416
tribution cannot be rejected (Table 1, Figure 4A), which earlier GGP models do not. VGP417
dispersion (SV D) predictions from the BB18 models yield improved fits to the PSV10418
dataset, as measured by equation 5 (Figure 4B, Table 1) and produce predictions with419
confidence intervals which contain all VGP dispersion estimates (and all but one incli-420
nation anomaly estimate, Figure 4). Between BB18 and BB18.Z3, we see a small im-421
provement in goodness of fit for BB18.Z3, likely due to the slight hemispheric asymme-422
tries that the non-GAD zonal terms introduce.423
Much of the improvement in fit in the BB18 models, with respect to existing GGP424
models considered here, can be seen at the highest latitudes, which are less well sampled425
relative to lower latitudes (and thus do not contribute as much in the χ2 metric). Prior426
GGP models yield SV D curves with a prominent difference to Model G: an inflection point427
at some mid-latitude point which moves towards the equator as the difference in SV D428
at the equator versus high latitudes increases, whereas Model G has no inflection point.429
Introducing a covariance matrix to the GGP models (i.e., BB18 -family) reduces the ef-430
fect of this inflection point while still yielding a latitude dependence in VGP dispersion.431
In the Supplementary Materials Section S2, variants of BB18 without covariance are ex-432
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plored. While these models yield improved fits relative to existing GGP models, BB18433
models with covariance presented here have lower χ2 values and visually improved fits434
at high latitudes to BB18 models without covariance.435
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Figure 4. BB18 model predictions, with TK03 (Tauxe & Kent, 2004) for comparison, follow-
ing the style presented in Figure 1.
BB18.Z3 (which includes non-zero-mean zonal degree 2 and 3 terms) yields com-436
parable χ2 values to CP88 and CJ98nz when compared to the PSV10 (Cromwell et al.,437
2018) inclination anomaly estimates (Figure 4C, Table 1). The BB18 model assumes a438
time-averaged GAD field and yields higher χ2 values relative to existing GGP models.439
Similarly, TK03 also assumes GAD, and yields a somewhat lower χ2 than BB18 (but440
substantially higher than GGP models with zonal terms, including BB18.Z3 ), however,441
TK03 sacrifices goodness of fit for VGP dispersion.442
8 Discussion443
The BB18 family of GGP-style models provides a flexible framework for the gen-444
eration of statistical field models, which incorporates the correlation pattern observed445
in dynamo simulations to improve PSV predictions. Prior GGP models are able to re-446
produce some aspects of the palaeomagnetic field, but are unable to simultaneously re-447
produce all three metrics considered in this study (VDM distribution, VGP dispersion448
and inclination anomaly). While the BB18 models, like prior GGP models considered449
here, are unable to satisfy the L2 normalisation expectation, the specific models presented450
here, BB18 and BB18.Z3, yield predictions which are in closer agreement with PSV data451
for the past 10 Myr as compiled by PSV10 than GGP models considered here while also452
reproducing the VDM distribution of the PINT dataset.453
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While other statistical properties beyond correlation of Gauss coefficients are avail-454
able from dynamo simulations, here we chose to only incorporate the correlation pattern.455
To first order, BB18 models reproduce the VGP dispersion of PSV10 better than dy-456
namo simulations, however, it is worth acknowledging that simulations are able to re-457
produce some salient features of PSV behaviour (e.g., latitude-dependent VGP disper-458
sion; Lhuillier & Gilder, 2013; Sprain et al., 2019). Furthermore, we are not aware of any459
dynamo simulation that reproduces the hemispheric asymmetry of inclination anoma-460
lies observed in PSV10 (albeit with some models reproducing the amplitude of the peak461
inclination anomaly observed). With respect to the mean values and standard deviations462
of Gauss coefficients, the appropriate scaling law to relate dimensionless simulation val-463
ues to physical units remains an open question, with different scaling approaches yield-464
ing strengths which can vary substantially (Christensen & Wicht, 2015); this also pre-465
cludes the determination of model parameter α.466
Conceivably, the model parameter β could be determined directly from dynamo467
simulations, and indeed, in the suite of dynamo simulations considered, we do observe468
larger variances of l − m odd terms relative to l − m even terms of the same degree,469
yielding β values > 1. Estimated β terms from simulations were all < 2, below the β470
terms found to best fit PSV10 observations. Closer inspection of the ratio of odd to even471
Gauss coefficient variance within each degree suggests greater complexity than modelled472
in the GGP framework (i.e., differences in variance within a degree, violating the assump-473
tion of identical distributions of Gauss coefficients), however, the source of this complex-474
ity and whether this behaviour is found in Earth’s magnetic field are beyond the scope475
of this study (Supplementary Figures S7–S8). Because of the assumptions and complex-476
ities associated with directly importing additional statistical behaviour from dynamo sim-477
ulations, we have employed a conservative approach of modifying the GGP approach as478
little as possible while still capturing what we think are fundamental dynamo charac-479
teristics.480
We note that earlier GGP models of Constable and Johnson (1999) are also able481
to yield high VGP dispersion predictions at high-latitudes, albeit with under-predictions482
of equatorial VGP dispersion. The high-latitude dispersion is due to the additional vari-483
ance given to the g12 and h
1
2 terms [an observation also made by Quidelleur and Cour-484
tillot (1996)]. By contrast, BB18 models achieve increases in high-latitude VGP disper-485
sion due to the positive correlation between g12 and g
1
4 (h
1
2 and h
1
4) terms. As mentioned486
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previously, Hulot and Gallet (1996) identified both the significance of order m = 1 terms487
to the latitude dependence of VGP dispersion, as well as the inability to distinguish be-488
tween contributions from variance and covariance. While previous GGP models have im-489
proved fit to VGP dispersion through directly adjusting the σ12 terms, the improved fit490
to data by BB18 models is achieved through a process which is consistent with the ob-491
served behaviour of dynamos in numerical simulations (i.e., covariance).492
BB18 models reproduce the distribution of VDMs observed for the past 10 mil-493
lion years without sacrificing fit to PSV measures, in contrast with existing GGP mod-494
els considered in this study (Table 1). This outcome can be achieved by adjusting the495
mean and variance of the axial dipole. However, simply adjusting the model parameters496
of a TK03 -style model is not sufficient (see Supplementary Materials Section S3, Fig-497
ure S10). By reintroducing a separate model parameter for the variance of the axial dipole498
term, decoupling σ01 from the variances of the other Gauss coefficients (which are deter-499
mined by α and β), the observed VDM distribution can be reproduced. The increased500
variance of the axial dipole term in BB18 models is consistent with the observations of501
Constable and Johnson (1999). We also find that, visually, BB18 models are capable of502
reproducing the variation and mean trend observed in the PINT dataset of palaeointen-503
sity versus latitude (Supplementary Figure S9). We note that there are a few caveats504
to the assumptions made in determining model parameters with respect to VDM obser-505
vations (Section 5.1, 5.3). In our efforts to estimate g01 , we chose not to increase the com-506
plexity of our model by accounting for the potential bias when converting from VDMs,507
given the likelihood of additional, unaccounted for sources of error.508
The third metric used in this study, the pattern and amplitude of inclination anoma-509
lies, requires additional consideration. In our study, inclination anomaly predictions from510
GGP models are treated in the same manner as palaeomagnetic data in the PSV10 dataset;511
specifically, inclinations are determined using unit vector magnetic directions and sub-512
sequently binned into 10◦ latitude groups. In the PSV10 dataset, two salient observa-513
tions suggest that the observed inclination anomalies represent persistent non-GAD field514
contributions for the past 10 million years: there is a pronounced asymmetry between515
Northern and Southern hemisphere inclination anomaly estimates, and the maximum516
observed inclination anomaly is greater than 5◦. These features are reproduced in early517
GGP models (Constable & Parker, 1988; Constable & Johnson, 1999), which used a dif-518
ferent palaeomagnetic dataset than PSV10, assuming a small (∼1-2 µT) quadrupole con-519
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tribution. Prior studies (Constable & Parker, 1988; Quidelleur & Courtillot, 1996; Con-520
stable & Johnson, 1999) empirically determined zonal terms g02 on the order of 1-5% of521
g01 , with one analysis by Muxworthy (2017) suggesting an octupole contribution of ∼15%.522
We reproduce the observed inclination anomaly asymmetries through the contribution523
of small zonal quadrupole and octupole mean terms, <5% the strength of g01 , in BB18.Z3,524
which is our preferred model (Table 1).525
When full vector magnetizations recording a GAD field are considered, no incli-526
nation anomalies are expected, however, due to the latitude dependence of both incli-527
nation and field strength, the treatment of magnetic directions as unit vectors results528
in small (∼2-5◦) inclination anomalies, anti-symmetric about the equator and peaking529
near ∼20-30◦ latitude. Therefore, some inclination anomalies are expected in a time-averaged530
GAD field when calculated from unit vector magnetizations. However, significant devi-531
ations from either zero inclination anomaly or the anti-symmetric anomaly arising from532
unit vector treatment may be due to persistent non-GAD contributions to the time av-533
eraged field. Alternative methods to calculate ∆I and additional data since PSV10, pre-534
sented in Behar et al. (2019), suggest that the inclination anomaly estimates of PSV10535
may be biased due to data selection and inclination anomaly calculation methods. If this536
is the case, then the persistent non-GAD contribution to the time-averaged field is likely537
to be negligible, and the BB18 model is optimal.538
9 Conclusions539
The new GGP models presented in this study (BB18 and BB18.Z3 ) both yield im-540
proved fits to the VGP dispersion estimates of PSV10 relative to existing GGP models,541
approaching what can be achieved with Model G-style fits of (Doubrovine et al., 2019),542
while also predicting field directions and intensities which cannot be done with Model543
G. Furthermore, BB18 models are also able to reproduce the distribution of field strengths544
observed for the past 10 million years, which prior GGP models are unable to do. We545
find that the introduction of a covariance matrix allows for improved reproductions of546
the observed latitude dependence of VGP dispersion. This finding reinforces expected547
theoretical symmetry relationships of the field (Hulot & Gallet, 1996) and numerical dy-548
namo simulations (Bouligand et al., 2005; Sanchez et al., 2019) which predict a covari-549
ance between Gauss coefficients. Generating accurate predictions of VGP dispersion at550
all latitudes is necessary to determine whether palaeomagnetic datasets sufficiently av-551
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erage secular variation and have properly excluded transitional directions and outliers.552
Identifying the precise physical processes which yield the observed covariance, what pa-553
rameters control the amplitude of covariance, and further tests of the assumptions in GGP554
models (e.g. Hulot & Bouligand, 2005; Khokhlov & Hulot, 2017) are critical questions555
for future study.556
The addition of zonal non-zero-mean terms yields an improved fit, relative to GAD557
field models, for VGP dispersion and inclination anomaly estimates from the PSV10 dataset.558
This supports previous assertions that the time-averaged field of the past 10 million years559
is not a perfect geocentric axial dipole, but one with a more complex mean field mor-560
phology. Field strength compilations (e.g. Biggin et al., 2015; Smirnov et al., 2016; Shcherbakova561
et al., 2017; Bono et al., 2019; Kulakov et al., 2019; Hawkins et al., 2019) demonstrated562
that earlier times record different VDM distributions from the past 10 million years. It563
is suspected that for other intervals further back in geologic time, VGP dispersion and564
other estimates of PSV behaviour are different than seen for this most recent interval565
(e.g., Tarduno et al., 2002; Biggin, Strik, & Langereis, 2008; Biggin, van Hinsbergen, et566
al., 2008; Biggin et al., 2009; Smirnov et al., 2011; de Oliveira et al., 2018; Doubrovine567
et al., 2019). Given the variation of field strength and morphology, new statistical field568
models based on the approach applied in this study are needed, which can reproduce the569
statistical properties of the time-averaged field and the validity of these assumptions dur-570
ing those intervals.571
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